
Project Leadership 
Diploma
14 evenings | flexible online learning

 » Enhance your practical leadership skills
 » Become a more confident, well-rounded, and

inspirational leader.



projectmanagement.ie

Project leadership is an area growing in relevance and importance as projects are being delivered 
in a more complex and uncertain environment. A new breed of leader is emerging — one who is able 
to successfully address and navigate the unique challenges and opportunities inherent in fostering and 
implementing change within their organisations.

Project Leadership

What you will Learn

 » Take on multiple leadership styles as the situation requires.
 » Become more emotionally intelligent to transform a group of workers into a high-performing team.
 » Communicate more effectively with stakeholders throughout the project’s life cycle. 
 » Identify ways to monitor the critical performance aspects that many project leaders miss.
 » Develop the tools and skills to correct damaging conflict while fostering healthy conflict.

The Institute’s Advantage

Sole Focus

We specialise on the discipline 
of project management. The 

Institute is respected as Ireland’s 
premier certification authority.

Globally Recognised

Within the IPMA®, the 
Institute is the national body 

representing Ireland in a 
federation of over 70 countries. 

Unparalled Expertise

A faculty with unparalleled 
expertise and knowledge to 

ensure your project work yields 
the desired business results.

Who should Attend

Team leaders, managers, 
and individual contributors 

responsible for the success of 
projects and program.

Mid to senior level 
professionals implementing 
change and organisational 

strategy execution.

Emerging leaders who wish 
to master the foundations of 

impactful leadership.

http://www.projectmanagement.ie


Programme Content
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Strategic Project Leadership Skills

 » Conflict stage models and their value in team building
 » Diplomatic, persuasiveness, and rhetorical skills
 » Building stress resistance and soft skills

Building Engaged Stakeholder Networks

 » Mapping stakeholders interests and influence
 » Stakeholder engagement models
 » Managing stakeholder attitudes, and expectations
 » Stakeholder orientation in agile projects

Structuring Project Organisations

 » Organisational structures, roles, and power relations
 » Traditional and Agile project structures
 » Adapting your leadership style to the organisation

Building & Motivating Strategic Project Teams

 » Principles of motivation and motivational theories
 » Corporate/national culture and intercultural teams 
 » Emotional Intelligence: origins and key concepts
 » Building high performance teams

Leading and Managing Global Projects

 » Characteristics and challenges of large global projects
 » Global governance, coherence, and conflicting interests
 » Designing a project management solution

The Role of Strategic Project Leaders

 » Strategic management, leadership and strategy
 » Distributed and situational leadership
 » Authentic leadership, coaching, and mentoring

Strategic Project Leadership Competencies

 » Teamwork, resourcefulness, and results orientation
 » Leadership styles
 » Developing effective leadership competencies

Negotiate & Influence Project Agreements

 » Negotiation theories, techniques, and tactics
 » Legal and regulatory structuring of contracts
 » Assertiveness and drive to reach desired outcomes

Managing Power, Interests, Conflict, & Crises 

 » Formal and informal power and influence
 » Difference between power and authority
 » Influence, sources of interests, and conformity
 » Understanding the psychology of power in projects

Political, Ethical and Social Leadership

 » Codes of ethics and codes of practice
 » Social equity and embedding of sustainability principles
 » Personal and organisational development

Applying Agile Mindset to Strategic 
Projects

 » Agile leader mind‐set and practices
 » Transitioning the organisation to Lean/Agile
 » Servant leadership, facilitation and impediments
 » Being a successful Agile leader

Managing Virtual Project Teams

 » Traditional versus Virtual Project Teams
 » Communication and co‐ordinating work in virtual teams
 » Best practices for managing virtual teams

Leading Transformation, Innovation & Change

 » Risk tolerance: balancing radical and incremental innovation
 » The human side of change management
 » Converting the project vision to reality

Gain access to the strength of the 
Institute’s academically rigorous 
curriculum, designed, and adapted for a 
dynamic online learning experience.
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What are the outcomes?

For more information or to register for a course please 
contact us - we would be happy to hear from you!

(01) 6614677 

info@projectmanagement.ie 

www.projectmanagement.ie

NFQ Level 9 Special Purpose Award (15 ECTS)

Successful completion of the Project Leadership Diploma also 
leads to the attainment of a Special Purpose Award at Level 9 
on the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) validated by 
Technological University Dublin (TU Dublin).

IPMA Level B® International Professional Accreditation

In addition, candidates have the option to also apply for IPMA 
Level B® certification, at a 50% reduced rate, subject to them 
meeting the IPMA® experience requirements. 

 » Minimum of 5 years’ experience as a project manager of 
which at least 3 years were in a responsible leadership funcion 
managing complex projects. 

Students that do not meet the IPMA Certification requirements 
can apply for certification within a 2 year period from completion 
of the course. 

®

Professional Diploma from a Recognised Global Authority

Obtaining the Project Leadership Diploma from the Institute of 
Project Management is partnering with a global authority with over 
30 years of expertise in leading and promoting project management 
education, research and certification. 

Through its array of international networks and expert contacts, it 
remains at the cutting edge of all developments in the discipline.


